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‘zone or ?rst e?ect 24 and an outlet zone or sec 
ond effect 25 which are connected by an annular 
passage 26 around the outer edge of the disk. 
The disk carries certain pulverizing elements, 
which will subsequently be described. A vertical 
cheek plate 28 is mounted within the outlet zone 
25 adjacent the wall of the casing 23 and spaced 
appreciably from the rotor disk. This cheek 
plate is provided with two concentric circular 
rows of openings around the axis of the disk, and 
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within each opening there is mounted a station- _ _ 
ary pulverizing element or .peg' 29 which extends.‘ 
toward the rotor disk. These pegs 29 may be con-' 
structed as disclosed in the same Craig patent. 
The present invention is principallyconcerned 

with the construction of the pulverizer rotor, in 
cluding the disk 22 and the various parts mounted 

thereon. As best shown in Fig'." v3fthe disk' is provided on its outlet zone side with an outer cir 
,. 

cular row of circular recesses or counterbores 3i 
and with an inner circular row of circular ire 
cesses or counterbores 32. 'I'heinnerrecesses32 
are equal in number and in size to the outer re 
cesses 3|, and each inner recess is somewhat off 
set rearwardly from the corresponding outer re 
cess. A relatively small hole 34 extends through 
the disk within each outer recess 3|, and a simi 
lar hole 35 extends throughthe disk within each 
inner recess 32, the centers of these holes being 
slightly offset rearwardly from the centers of the 
corresponding recesses. A circular row of some 
what larger holes 36 extend through the disk in 
termediate the inner and outer rows of recesses, 
each hole 36 being located substantially on the 
same radius of the disk as the corresponding 
inner recess 32. On its inlet zone side the disk 
is provided with a circular row of circular re 
cesses 38 which are axially aligned with the cor 
responding outer recesses 3 l. , - _ 

The rotor disk 22 provides a support for a 
number of revoluble impact elements or pegs 40, 
one of which is shown in perspective in Figs. 6 
and 7. Each of these elements comprises a gen 
erally, L-shaped integralstructure having one leg 
4| forming a base, a second leg 42 extending at 
approximately right angles from the front por 
tion of the base and having. a flat front surface,‘ 
and two ribs 44 which, connect the opposite edge 
portions of the leg 42 to the base;leg_4l. The 
base leg M is of circular form to ?t within a re- - 
cess 3| or 32 of the rotor disk, and a hole 45 ex 
tends through :this leg in aposition offset-slightly 
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to the rear from the center of the base so that V _ 
the hole 45 will register with a hole 34 or 35 v(as 
the case may be) in the disk at assembly. The 
?at front surface of the leg 42 is protected from 
abrasion by means of varmor plate, 46 applied 
thereto. This armor plate comprises four flat 
rectangular pieces of an extremely hard mate 
rial, such as tungsten carbide in either the ce 
mented form or the cast form.v The main body 
of the element .40 is preferably made of steelor 
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other strong tough metal, and the armor plate _ i 
may be secured thereto by silver solderingnor 
brazing. It will be seen that theelements 49 are 
arranged in two concentric circular rows, with 
the armored legs 42 extending into the outlet 
zone 25 and inter?tting with the stationary 
pegs 29. , . 

On the inlet zone side of the rotorudiskthere 
is mounteda circular row of impact elements or , 
pegs 48. Each element 48 comprises a generally 
L-shaped-integral structure__ of steel or the like 
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having one leg 49 forming a base, a second leg _ _ 
50 extending at approximately tight .%I¥_g1e.§;ir°m.... 

4 
the front portion of the base and having a ?at 
front surface, and two ribs 52 which connect 
the opposite edge portions of the leg 50 to the 
base leg 49. The base leg 49 is of circular form to 
?t within a recess 38 of the rotor disk, and a hole 
53 extends through this leg in a position offset 
slightly to the rear from the center of the base, 
so that the hole 53 will register with a hole 34 in 
the disk at assembly. The ?at front surface of 
theleg 50 is protected from abrasion by means of 
armor plate 54 (Fig. 4), preferably tungsten 
carbide, appliedthereto as in the case of the ele 
ments 40'. The elements 40 and 48 are of similar 
construction as shown, the only difference being 
that the legs .42 of-‘the elements 40 are somewhat 
longer than the corresponding legs 50 of the ele 
ments 48. It will be noted that the legs 50 ex 
‘tend into vthe inlet zone 24. 

. In order to hold the impact elements 43 and 48 
?rmly in place on the disk 22, and to protect the 
disk as well as the base portions of the impact 
elements from abrasion, there are provided two _ 
circular rows of rotor wear plates 59 and 51. The 
plates 56 are mounted on the outlet zone side of 
the disk, whereas the plates 51 are mounted on 
the inlet zone side of the disk. Each of these, 
plates is shaped as a narrow circular ring sector, 
there being one plate 56 and one plate 51 for each 
of the holes 36 in the rotor disk 22. 
One of the plates 56 is shown in Figs, 8 and 9. ' 

This plate is provided with. a cylindrical boss 59 
of the proper size to ?t closely within the cor 
responding hole 33 in the rotor disk. The plate 
also has two holes 69 and 6| therethrough which 
register at assembly with the holes 34 and 35 re 
spectively in the rotor disk. On the side toward 
the rotor disk the holes 60 and GI are surrounded . 
by annular ribs 63 which engage the bases 4| 
of the impact elements 40 at assembly. A recess 
65 is provided around each hole 60 and 6| on the 
side away from the rotor disk. Openings 66 and 
67 extend through the plate in front of the holes 
50 and M respectively, these openings being ap 
proximately U-shaped and of such size that the 
‘legs 42 and ribs 44 of the impact elements 40 
may extend therethrough at assembly. 
One of the plates 51 is shown in Figs. 10 and 11. 

This plate is provided with a cylindrical boss 69 
of the proper size to ?t closely within the cor 
responding hole 36 in the rotor disk. The plate 
also has two holes 19 and 'll-therethrough which 
register at assembly with the holes 34 and 35 re 
spectively in the rotor .disk. On the side toward 
the rotor disk the holes ‘16 and ‘H are surrounded 
by annular ribs 13 and ‘M respectively. At assem- . 
bly the rib 13 will engage the base 49 of one im 
pact element 43, while theirib 14 will engage the 
rotor disk. A recess 15 is provided around each 
hole 10 and ‘H on the side away from the rotor 
disk. >~An opening, 11 extends through the plate; 1 
in front of the hole 13, this opening beinglap 
proximately U_-shaped and of such size that the; 
leg 59 and ribs 52 of one impact element 48 may» _ 
extend therethrough at assembly. 

, Referring now particularly to Figs.‘ 1, 4 and‘ r ' 5, it will be seen that with the various parts of the 

rotor assembled the bases 4! of the two circular 
rows of impact elements 46 will belocated in the 
recesses 31 and 32 of the disk 22, while the bases 
49 of the single circular _row_ of impact elements 
'48 will be located in the recesses 38. An outer- ' 
row of bolts 89 will extendrthrough the groups 
of aligned holes '19, 53, 34, 45, and 60, and as 
these bolts are tightened the ‘plates 56 and 51 ' 

7L5 twill be clamped againstltlhe bases 4| and 49 re- j 
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spectirely to force these parts against thelrotor - 
~.disk-_::Similarlyaninner.rowrofvbolts 8¢i‘,-wil1:ex 
ten-d through the. groups. of :aligned holes H5535, 
45, and SI, and as these bolts are tightened the 
plates 56 witl;.be'-;.clamped againstrthe bases 4| 
of their-marrow, of ' impact elements¢40 ;.to_ force 
thesebases ;against...the ,rotor .disk, .;while,-,,.the 
plates 51.will<be clamped directly against them 
tor disk. ., {Thus ,thesvariousareyolying parts ‘will 
be held ?rmly together. The heads of the bolts 
will lie within the recesses 15, whereas the nuts 
at the other ends of the bolts will lie within the 
recesses 65. 
In the operation of the invention the material 

to be pulverized will be carried successively 
through the inlet zone 24, the annular passage 
26, and the outlet zone 25 by a current of air. 
This material will be considerably broken up by 
the impact elements 48 and it will then be re 
duced to a ?ne powder by the cooperative action 
of the impact elements 40 and the stationary 
pegs 29. The projecting legs of the elements 40 
and 48 will be protected from wear by the tung 
sten carbide armor 4E and 54 on their front faces. 
The base legs of these elements will be protected 
from wear by the wear plates 56 and 51, which 
completely cover these base legs. Consequently 
the impact elements will have an extremely long 
life of service. Since the wear plates have no 
parts which project into the pulverizing zones,» 
these plates also will last for a long time before 
they will require replacement. 
Having thus described my invention, what I 

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters Pat 
ent is: 

l. Pulverizing apparatus comprising a general 
ly circular disk rotatable about its axis, a series 
of impact elements of general L-shaped construc 
tion each having one leg forming a base in en 
gagement with one side of the disk and another 
leg projecting from the front portion of the base 
and located in an approximately radial plane, a 
protective armor of extremely hard material se 
cured to the front surface of each projecting leg, 
and a series of wear plates secured to the said 
side of the disk and clamping the base legs of 
the impact elements against the disk, the wear 
plates having openings therein through which 
the projecting legs of the impact elements ex 
tend. 

2. Pulverizing apparatus comprising a general 
ly circular disk rotatable about its axis, a series 
of impact elements of generally L-shaped con 
struction each having one leg forming a base 
in engagement with one side of the disk, an 
other leg projecting from the front portion of 
the base and located in an approximately radial 
plane, and ribs connecting the opposite edge por 
tions of the projecting leg to the base leg, a pro 
tect-ive armor of extremely hard material se 
cured to the front surface of each projecting leg, 
and a series of wear plates secured to the said 
side of the‘ disk and clamping the base legs of 
the impact elements against the disk, the wear 
plates having approximately U-shaped openings 
therein through which the projecting legs and 
ribs of the impact elements extend. 

3. Pulverizing apparatus comprising a general 
.ly circular disk rotatable about its axis, a series 
of impact elements of generally L-shaped con 
struction each having one leg forming a base in 
engagement with one side of the disk and another 
‘leg projecting from the front portion of the base 
and located in an approximately radial plane, 
a protective armor oflextremely hard material 
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SGGUIEEL‘tO-nth?; front surface fOfsE?C-h spnoiecting 
leg. each .baSe~.~lee.-.having a. hole. therethrough, 
a series of wear plates overlying the base legs 
and provided with holes which register with-the 
holes in~the base-legawt-he Wear-‘plates having 
openingsrtherein~through Y ‘which - ‘the projecting 

legs of" the impact‘ elements extend, and-‘fasten 
ingmeans extending through the holes-inthe 
wear plates and-base-legs ~to~secure the-wear 
plates-'torthe ~disk- ~ and- to -clamp- the \base- legs 
against‘- the disk. 

4. Pulverizing apparatus as set forth in claim 3, 
in which the disk is provided with holes which 
register with the holes in the base legs and wear 
plates, the fastening means being in the form 
of bolts extending through the registering holes. 

5. Pulverizing apparatus as set forth in claim 
3, in which the disk is provided with recesses 
within which the base legs of the impact ele 
ments are mounted. 

6. Pulverizing apparatus as set forth in claim 
3, in which the disk is provided with circular re 
cesses, and the base legs are of circular shape and 
located within the said recesses. 

7. As an article of manufacture, an impact ele 
ment for a pulverizing apparatus comprising a 
generally L-shaped structure having one leg of 
generally circular cylindrical shape forming a 
base and another leg projecting from the front 
portion of the base parallel to the axis thereof, 
the base having a hole therethrough which is 
non-concentric therewith, ribs connecting the op 
posite edge portions of the projecting leg to the 
base leg, and a protective armor of extremely hard 
material secured to the front surface of the 
projecting leg. 

8. As an article of manufacture, a wear plate 
for use with a hammer for the rotor disk of a 
pulverizing apparatus, the said plate being shaped 
substantially as a circular ring sector and hav 
ing a hole therethrough for a fastener and an 
additional aperture therethrough for a projecting 
leg of hammer, the opening being located di— 
rectly in front of the said hole and being of non 
circular shape to lock the hammer against rota 
tion. 

9. As an article of manufacture, a wear plate 
for the rotor disk of a pulverizing apparatus, the 
said plate being shaped substantially as a cir 
cular ring sector and having a hole therethrough 
for a fastening meansland an opening there 
through directly in front of the hole, the open 
ing being shaped approximately as a U to receive 
the projecting leg and ribs of an impact element, 
the said U-shaped opening being situated in a 
position straddling said hole. 

10. In a pulverizing apparatus having a gen 
erally circular disk rotatable about its axis, an 
impact element of generally L-shaped construc 
tion, a wear-plate, said impact element having 
one leg forming a base in engagement with one 
side of the disk and another leg projecting from 
the front portion of the base, said projecting leg 
having a flat face located in an approximately 
radial plane and having a protective armor of 
extremely hard material secured to said flat face, 
and a fastening means to clamp the base leg 
of the impact element between the wear-plate 
and the disk, the said wear-plate having an 
opening which is similar in cross-sectional shape 
to the projecting leg of the impact element and 
through which the said leg extends. 

WAYNE C. ROGERS. 
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